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Summary 37 
Mast seeding is a crucial population process in many tree species, but its spatio-temporal 38 
patterns and drivers at the continental scale are still unknown. We show for a large dataset 39 
(almost 8,000 masting observations across Europe for the period 1950-2014) the spatial 40 
pattern of masting across the entire geographical range of European beech, how it is 41 
influenced by precipitation, temperature, and drought, and the temporal and spatial stability 42 
of masting-weather correlations. We used Mantel tests and hierarchical clustering to analyze 43 
spatial patterns. Beech masting exhibited a general distance-dependent synchronicity and a 44 
pattern structured in three broad geographical groups consistent with continental climate 45 
regimes. Spearman’s correlations and logistic regression evidenced a general pattern of beech 46 
masting correlating negatively with temperature in the summer two years prior to masting, 47 
and positively with summer temperature one year before masting (i.e., 2T model). The 48 
temperature difference between the two previous summers (DeltaT model) was also a good 49 
predictor. Moving correlation analysis applied to the longest eight chronologies (74 to 114 50 
years) revealed stable correlations b tween temperature and masting, confirming consistency 51 
in weather cues across space and time. These results lends robustness to the attempts to 52 
reconstruct and predict mast years using temperature data. 53 
 54 
Key words: Fagus sylvatica L. (beech), mast seeding, Moran effect, population ecology, 55 
seed production, synchronization, weather cues 56 
 57 
 58 
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Introduction 60 
 61 
Mast seeding (or masting) is the synchronous and highly variable production of fruits and 62 
seeds (Pearse et al., 2016), and is a crucial population process in many grass, shrub and tree 63 
species (Kelly & Sork, 2002). As a form of information-mediated interaction, masting 64 
synchrony has important implications for broader ecological patterns emerging at the 65 
community and ecosystem levels (Mescher & Pearse, 2016). The synchrony of masting 66 
varies across species (Norden et al., 2013), time (Drobyshev et al., 2010), and space (Suzuki 67 
et al., 2005), with cascading effects on plant regeneration (Ascoli et al., 2015), community 68 
composition (Lichti et al., 2014), nutrient fluxes (Zackrisson et al., 1999), carbon allocation 69 
(Müller-Haubold et al., 2013), and trophic cascades (Blackwell et al., 2001), including those 70 
that involve organisms that carry human infectious diseases (e.g., Hantaviruses: Clement et 71 
al., 2010; Lyme disease: Ostfeld & Keesing, 2000).  72 
 73 
Describing and predicting masting is therefore critical to better understand population 74 
dynamics, assess present and future ecosystem resilience, and design adaptive forest 75 
management strategies (Wagner et al., 2010). In recent decades, the temporal pattern of 76 
masting has been described for several species in boreal, temperate, and tropical biomes 77 
(Koenig & Knops, 2000). A growing body of research has elucidated some of the 78 
environmental and physiological cues of masting (e.g., Kelly, 1994; Kelly & Sork, 2002; 79 
Kelly et al., 2013; Miyazaki et al., 2014; Pearse et al., 2016), and suggested several 80 
mechanisms responsible for the synchronization of masting in individual species from the 81 
stand to the regional scale (Satake & Iwasa, 2000; Koenig & Knops, 2013; Koenig et al., 82 
2015).  83 
 84 
The oldest and simplest hypothesis for masting states that seed crops vary in response to 85 
weather variation (Büsgen et al., 1929; Kelly, 1994). In particular, temperature and 86 
precipitation in the years previous to seed production have been consistently related to 87 
masting (e.g., in grasses: Schauber et al., 2002; shrubs: Mayer & Pendleton, 2015; trees: Bisi 88 
et al., 2016). The nature of such relationships can be either correlative, i.e., weather is a “cue” 89 
that triggers other processes and that plants are able to sense (e.g., Kelly & Sork, 2002; Kelly 90 
et al., 2013), or causal, in the case that weather directly influences resources and other 91 
proximate causes of masting (Monks et al., 2016; Pearse et al., 2016). In the absence of 92 
manipulative experiments, we cautiously consider weather variables as cues. However, few 93 
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studies have tested whether such cues are constant in space and time across an entire species’ 94 
distribution range (e.g., Masaki et al., 2008). In other words, do spatial and temporal 95 
variations in masting emerge from (a) variations in weather, or (b) differences in local plant 96 
response to the same weather patterns, e.g. as a consequence of inter-population differences 97 
and adaptations in genes that regulate flowering (Tan and Swain, 2006)? Addressing this 98 
question will provide important information on predicting masting both in the short and at the 99 
long term, such as in the case of masting responses to climate change and the consequences 100 
on large-scale ecosystem processes. 101 
 102 
The aims of this paper are to: i) describe the spatial pattern of masting across the entire 103 
distribution of European beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), one of the most important European 104 
forest species (Fig. 1a); ii) measure the strength of the relationship between beech masting 105 
and selected weather variables referring to precipitation, temperature, and drought; iii) assess 106 
the stability of masting-weather correlations through space (i.e., whether the strength, timing, 107 
and relative importance of weather cues vary across geographical space) and time. 108 
 109 
Materials and methods 110 
 111 
Beech masting data 112 
 113 
To address such questions, we used a recently available, long-term, large-scale database of 114 
masting for European tree species (MASTREE: Ascoli et al., 2017). Each observation was 115 
characterized by the following measurements: the date of inclusion in the database, the 116 
masting proxy considered (e.g., seed, pollen), the scale of measurement of the original data 117 
(continuous or ordinal), the year of measurement, the NUTS-1 (Nomenclature of Territorial 118 
Units for Statistics version 2013, level 1, i.e., European administrative subdivisions 119 
corresponding to macro-regional aggregations) [data source: GISCO – Eurostat (European 120 
Commission)] where the observation was recorded (Fig. 1b), the start and end year of the 121 
series, and the length of the continuous recording series to which each observation belongs 122 
(range: 1-191 years). Non-EU countries where beech masting data were recorded (i.e., 123 
Ukraine, Serbia, Switzerland, Bosnia and Herzegovina) were also included in the database 124 
with dummy NUTS-1 codes. Observations where the country was known but the precise 125 
geographical location was uncertain were assigned a NUTS-0 attribution (i.e., country level).  126 
 127 
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All database records belonging to series with length ≥5 years were associated to a 5-class 128 
ordinal measurement (ORDmast) from (1) very poor masting to (5) very abundant masting 129 
(Ascoli et al., 2017). To build our target variable we extracted values of ORDmast for beech 130 
in the period 1950-2014 (for spatial pattern analysis and Spearman’s correlations) or 1901-131 
2014 (for ordinal regression and moving correlation analysis), because antecedent 132 
observations were sparse and unevenly spread across the continent. Pollen and flowering data 133 
were excluded, as pooling different masting proxies may introduce some noise, such as 134 
would happen should flowers’ crops not mature into fruits owing to environmental 135 
constraints. A total of 769 individual series covering 7983 annually resolved observations 136 
from 22 European countries was selected for further analyses. 137 
 138 
Data treatment 139 
 140 
To obtain long masting series with a minimum amount of missing data, individual masting 141 
series were aggregated into 61 NUTS-1 chronologies (NC) by using the most frequently 142 
observed masting class for each year (Table S1). The highest masting class was used in case 143 
of multi-modality, but the impact of a different choice would be negligible (mean 144 
Spearmans’s correlation between NC calculated using highest and lowest masting class in 145 
case of multi-modality = 0.91, range = 0.68 to 1.00). All forests within a NUTS-1 should 146 
have homogenous climatic and ecological characteristics; the assumption was tested by 147 
computing the mean Spearman’s correlation coefficient between individual weather series 148 
(see “Weather cues analysis”, period 1901-2014) and between individual masting series in 149 
each NUTS-1 (henceforth “intra-NUTS correlations”) with ≥ 7 years of observation in 150 
common. This sample size was chosen as a trade-off between the need for robustness (critical 151 
value for Spearman’s correlation with n=7 and p =0.05: rho = 0.79) and data inclusion (i.e., 152 
keeping at least 60% of all NUTS-1 into the analysis). Possible inflation of cross-correlation 153 
values due to temporally autocorrelated series was corrected by calculating adjusted degrees 154 
of freedom according to Dutilleuil et al. (1993). Correlation coefficients computed on <30 155 
observation pairs were corrected according to Hotelling’s (1953) second-order 156 
transformation. Intra-NUTS weather correlations were always higher than 0.9, except for 157 
precipitation (higher than 0.6). Of 36 NUTS-1 with at least two masting series sharing ≥7 158 
elements, 30 had a significantly positive intra-NUTS correlation, with an average value of 159 
0.66 (Fig. S1; Table S2).   160 
 161 
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The analyses were carried out according to the following scheme: we used Mantel (1967) 162 
tests and hierarchical clustering to analyze spatial patterns, Spearman’s correlations and 163 
ordinal logistic regression to measure the relationship between masting and weather, and 164 
moving correlation analysis to assess the temporal stability of such relationship. 165 
 166 
Spatial analysis of masting patterns 167 
 168 
To address our first objective, we analyzed the spatial structure of masting synchrony at the 169 
continental scale by running a Mantel test (2000 permutations) on NC. This test measures the 170 
correlation between two dissimilarity matrices containing measures of geographical and 171 
ecological distance. Here, it addresses the hypothesis that masting chronologies farther apart 172 
would be less similar to one another (de-synchronized) than closer ones.  173 
 174 
Time series of seed production may exhibit lagged negative temporal autocorrelation (e.g., 175 
Koenig & Knops, 2000) and non-stationarity (i.e., temporal trends; Allen et al., 2014). Both 176 
may alter cross-correlation analyses. Therefore, all NC were checked for temporal 177 
autocorrelation (max order =1, excluding segments with <7 consecutive years of observation 178 
which may bias the autocorrelation function; Sork et al., 1993) by fitting a Cumulative Link 179 
regression Model (CLM: Agresti, 2002) (probit link with 2000 iterations) against NC of the 180 
previous year (NC-1). Of 47 NUTS-1 chronologies with ≥ 7 consecutive years of observation, 181 
21 had a significantly negative autocorrelation at lag 1 (Table S2). NC that exhibited 182 
significant temporal trends (i.e., slope of linear regression against year of observation 183 
significant at p ≤0.05) were detrended by extracting regression residuals (negative trend: ITI, 184 
SI0; positive trend: DEA, DEB, DEC, PL1, PL2, PL5, PL6).  185 
 186 
We used coordinates of NUTS-1 centers to compute the geographical distance matrix for the 187 
Mantel test, and the index of Suzuki et al. (2005), a metric derived from Spearman’s 188 
correlation coefficient, for the masting dissimilarity matrix. Only NC pairs with an overlap of 189 
≥7 consecutive years of observation were included in the latter. Furthermore, we ran two 190 
unidirectional Mantel tests as a function of distance along longitude (Dlon) and latitude 191 
(Dlat) only, by fixing the other coordinate to its mean value across all NUTS-1, to scrutinize 192 
the structure of masting along the two orthogonal geographical directions. Mantel tests were 193 
run with package ncf version 1.1 (Bjornstad, 2015) for the R statistical framework (R Core 194 
Team, 2016).  195 
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 196 
Secondly, we assessed the geographic pattern of beech masting in Europe by running a 197 
hierarchical cluster analysis on NC using Ward's minimum variance method (Murtagh & 198 
Legendre, 2014), which minimizes within-cluster distances relative to between-cluster 199 
distances (Ward, 1963). Only NC pairs sharing ≥7 consecutive years of observation were 200 
included in the dissimilarity matrix. NUTS-1 not satisfying such condition when paired 201 
against every other NUTS-1 were filtered out. Dissimilarities between individual NC pairs 202 
with an insufficient number of observations (4.9% of all NC pairs) were simulated by a linear 203 
model of the form a0 + a1 Dlon + a2 Dlat (a0 = 18.41, a1 = 1.61 x10
-5, a2 = 1.54 x10
-5, adjusted 204 
R2 =0.35; F-statistic =709.9 on 2 and 2672 degrees of freedom, p-value < 0.001). We 205 
determined the optimal number of clusters by maximizing the index by Dunn (1974) with the 206 
R package NbClust (Charrad et al., 2014), and computed cluster stability by nonparametric 207 
bootstrap with the R package fpc (Hennig, 2015). The validity of each cluster was also 208 
assessed by checking that the mean Spearman correlation between all NC pairs in each 209 
cluster was higher than the mean correlation between all pairs from two different clusters. 210 
 211 
Weather cues analysis  212 
 213 
To measure the strength of weather cues of masting, we calculated Spearman’s correlations 214 
between each NC (filtered on ≥ 7 years of observation, after detrending if needed: see above) 215 
and the following variables: Mean monthly temperature (MEAN), monthly mean of daily 216 
maximum temperature (MAX), monthly mean of daily minimum temperature (MIN), 217 
monthly precipitation (PRE), three-months Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI3; McKee et 218 
al., 1993), and three-months Standardized Precipitation and Evaporation Index (SPEI3; 219 
Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). Weather series were obtained by averaging monthly data 220 
across all cells included in each NUTS-1 from the gridded database CRU TS 3.23 (0.5° 221 
resolution; years 1901-2014) (Harris et al., 2014), and detrended before all subsequent 222 
analysis by running a linear filter on each individual monthly variable for the timespan 223 
selected (1901-2014 or 1950-2014). SPI3 was calculated using the nonparametric approach 224 
described by Hao et al. (2014), in which the probability distributions are calculated 225 
empirically (Gringorten, 1963), rather than by fitting a parametric distribution function. 226 
SPEI3 was calculated from the difference between available water (i.e., three-month sum of 227 
PRE) and the potential evapotranspiration, which is based on the FAO-56 Penman–Monteith 228 
estimation (Allen et al., 1998) and directly gridded by the CRU.  The difference was fit to a 229 
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log-logistic probability distribution to transform the original values to standardized units 230 
(Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010). SPEI3 measures the climatic water balance and therefore 231 
provides a more reliable and spatially comparable measure of drought severity than 232 
precipitation alone (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2013). Data extraction and calculation of drought 233 
indices were performed with the R packages cruts (Taylor and Parida, 2016) and SPEI 234 
(Begueria and Vicente-Serrano, 2013). Correlations (years 1950-2014) were computed for all 235 
36 months of a three-year period, including the calendar year of seed production and the two 236 
years prior (lag -1 and -2). After preliminary scrutiny of the most significant correlations, we 237 
also ran correlations against aggregated summer (June-July) weather variables of one and two 238 
years prior to masting, and against the difference (Delta) between values of each weather 239 
variables measured one and two years prior (e.g., Delta Temperature, Kelly et al. 2013). The 240 
absence of non-linear relationships was visually checked before running all correlations. For 241 
each correlation, significance was tested at the 95% confidence level, with a simple 242 
Bonferroni correction, i.e. adjusting the required alpha value according to the number of 243 
comparisons (0.05/36), to account for multiple comparisons. Finally, to assess the role of 244 
weather in determining the spatial pattern of masting in Europe, we ran a hierarchical cluster 245 
analysis of all six weather variables for the period 1950-2014, using Suzuki’s dissimilarity 246 
index and three optimal clusters, and compared them against masting clusters by computing 247 
the overall proportion of matches between masting and weather clusters. 248 
 249 
Spatio-temporal stability of weather cues  250 
 251 
To test for spatial stability of masting-weather relationships, we fitted a linear model of 252 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient between masting and MAX of June, July, and August of 253 
the one and two years prior, and latitude. Subsequently, we modeled the eight longest NC 254 
(DE1, DE2, DE9, DEF, DK0, NL1, SE2, UKJ – including 74 to 115 yearly observations in 255 
the period 1901-2014) as a function of detrended weather variables, using ordinal logistic 256 
regression within the R package rms (Harrell, 2016). In this analysis, NC-1 was used as an 257 
additional independent variable, to account for potential temporal autocorrelation resulting 258 
e.g. from resource depletion (Davis, 1957) or resource switching (Kelly & Sork, 2002). All 259 
models were fitted with 44-65 observations (years 1950-2014), and validated using both a 260 
new prediction interval (years 1901-1949, 30-41 observations for each NC except NL1 with 261 
10), and a bootstrapped leave-one-out cross-validation run on the calibration time period. 262 
Weather variables (i.e., MAX and PRE in June and July -1 and -2, hereafter MAXJUN-1, 263 
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MAXJUL-1, MAXJUN-2, MAXJUL-2, PREJUN-1, PREJUL-1, PREJUN-2, PREJUL-2) were selected 264 
based on the previous correlation analysis and evidence from literature on beech masting 265 
(e.g., Piovesan and Adams, 2001; Drobyshev et al., 2010). The absence of non-linear 266 
univariate relationships was visually checked before running the models. All independent 267 
variables were z-transformed to ensure comparability of effect sizes within models; to 268 
account for collinearity among weather variables, optimal models were selected using 269 
backward stepwise selection based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Nagelkerke 270 
R2 was used to compare models for different NC. 271 
 272 
To test for temporal stability of masting-weather relationships, each of the 8 long NC was 273 
fitted against the four most important weather variables selected by logistic models and 274 
correlation analysis (i.e., MAXJUN-1, MAXJUL-1, MAXJUN-2 and MAXJUL-2), using year as an 275 
interaction factor. If the year x MAX interaction is significant, that will suggest a temporal 276 
change in masting sensitivity to maximum summer temperatures.  Moreover, to test also for 277 
non-linear trends in correlation valu s, we additionally ran a moving correlation analysis 278 
(MCA) between MAXJUN-1, MAXJUL-1, MAXJUN-2 and MAXJUL-2, and the same 8 NC. MCA 279 
was conducted on detrended weather variables using Spearman’s rank correlation and a 280 
window size of 28 years, i.e., the largest window giving 4 independent intervals for the 281 
period 1901-2014. Most series had some missing values, but a minimum of 15 values (i.e., 282 
>50% of years observed) was required for any window. 283 
 284 
The R code used for analyses is provided in Supplementary Information Script S1. 285 
 286 
Results  287 
 288 
Graphical analysis of mapped NUTS-1 chronologies (Fig. S2) suggested a certain degree of 289 
spatial structuring, except when most of the continent exhibited high seed production (e.g. in 290 
1995). The existence of spatial aggregation in masting was confirmed by significantly 291 
positive (p <0.01) Mantel correlation coefficients (M =0.53, 0.31, and 0.42 for the isotropic, 292 
latitude-only, and longitude-only tests, respectively) (Fig. 2, Fig. S3). Hierarchical clustering 293 
of NC produced three relatively stable clusters broadly corresponding to southern (SO, 294 
cluster stability =56%), northern (NO, 68%), and eastern Europe (EA, 71%) (Fig. 3; Fig. S4). 295 
Further dendrogram subdivisions suggested differences between Romania, Poland, and all 296 
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other NUTS-1 in EA, between Mediterranean (central Italy) and all other NUTS-1 in SO, and 297 
between Atlantic (France, United Kingdom) and central NUTS-1 in NO. 298 
 299 
Correlation analysis revealed consistently positive correlations between NC and previous 300 
summers’ temperature at the NUTS-1 level across the species distribution (and in all three 301 
clusters), especially when using seasonal summer weather or two-year differences (Fig. 4). 302 
Correlations were generally strongest for MAX and MEAN (Fig. S5), and to a lesser degree 303 
MIN (Fig. S6) (mean correlation across all NUTS-1: 0.38, 0.36, 0.39, -0.21, and 0.28, 0.24, 304 
0.28, -0.13, respectively against MAX, MIN, MEAN, and PRE in June-July of two years 305 
prior and one year prior). MAXAUG-1 was not a consistent signal across Europe. One third of 306 
NUTS-1 did not have significant correlations (R ≥ 0.35 with a sample size of n=61) either 307 
with MAXJUN-1, MAXJUL-1 or MAXAUG-1, especially those in the Netherlands, Italy, and the 308 
Carpathian region (the latter were based on shorter records). Temperature in the summer two 309 
years prior to masting was negatively correlated with NC across the species distribution (Fig. 310 
4), and particularly in cluster NO. Consequently, DeltaT usually produced significant 311 
correlations against masting. Weaker (and rarely significant) correlations were found for the 312 
autumn and early winter two years prior to masting (negative MAXNOV-2 in Austria, Czech 313 
Republic, Poland and Germany, positive MAXDEC-2 in Mediterranean France) and for the late 314 
winter and spring of the year before masting (negative MAXFEB-1 in Belgium and United 315 
Kingdom, positive MAXMAR-1 in Austria, Poland, and Croatia, negative MEANAPR-1 in Italy 316 
and France). No consistent pattern of correlations was found between NC and temperature in 317 
the year of masting, although some regional patterns during spring were found (e.g. positive 318 
correlations with MAXFEB in Poland and United Kingdom, or with MAXMAY in Poland).  319 
 320 
Correlations between NC and PRE were weaker and much less consistent than with 321 
temperature (Fig. S7). Significantly positive correlations with PRE in two summers prior and 322 
negative in one summer prior emerged locally (e.g., in Germany, UK, France, and 323 
Switzerland), although a clear distinction between clusters was not evident. Correlations with 324 
summer-2 were on average stronger than with summer-1. SPI3 and SPEI3 were similar to 325 
MAX, with strong and significant correlations in summer-2 and, less strongly, summer-1 (Fig. 326 
S8; Fig. S9), albeit on a more restricted geographic extent (Germany, Denmark, United 327 
Kingdom, Belgium, Sweden). Spring water balance (PRE, SPEI3) was generally uncorrelated 328 
to masting in beech (except a positive correlation of PREAPR-1 in France and PREAPR0 in 329 
Croatia). 330 
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 331 
Overall, most NC conformed to a general pattern of negative correlations with temperature in 332 
the summer two years prior to masting, and positive correlations with temperature in the 333 
summer one year prior to masting (Table 1), with no substantial differences in the response of 334 
masting to weather among geographical clusters. Precipitation and drought indices were less 335 
strongly and consistently correlated with NC than temperature. Additionally, neither 336 
temperature nor precipitation in the year of masting was consistently correlated with NC, 337 
except for a positive influence of early spring temperature in northern Europe. The 338 
geographical pattern of weather variables in the period 1950-2014 was very similar to that of 339 
masting, with rates of agreement between masting and weather clusters ranging from 62% 340 
(TMN) to 87% (PRE) (Table 3).  341 
 342 
Latitude was not a significant driver of the correlation between masting and MAX (Fig. S10). 343 
Ordinal logistic models fitted to the eight longest NC had medium to high explanatory power 344 
(range of Nagelkerke R2: 0.33– 0.72, mean = 0.57). Stepwise AIC selection isolated between 345 
three and six independent variables (Fig. 5), which corroborated the results of weather 346 
correlations computed for NUTS-1. The most commonly selected terms were MAXJUL-1 347 
(selected in all models) and MAXJUL-2 (all but one). MAXJUN-1 or MAXJUN-2 were 348 
additionally selected in five and six models, respectively. NC-1, with a negative coefficient, 349 
was selected in five models. Precipitation terms were selected less frequently than 350 
temperature, and only half of the models included any precipitation term. Standardized 351 
coefficients for precipitation were generally lower than those for temperature, indicating a 352 
smaller effect on masting. Model validation produced a mean Nagelkerke R2 of 0.46 after 353 
bootstrapped leave-one-out cross-validation (range = 0.53-0.65), and 0.40 after extrapolation 354 
to 1901-1950 (0.21-0.55), indicating that models were partially able to reproduce masting 355 
variation outside of the training dataset (Table 2). Clusters SO and EA were represented by 356 
only one model each, with the latter showing a lower explanatory power and weaker summer-357 
1 effects.  358 
 359 
Temporal trends in masting were significant in NL1, DE1 (negative trend), DE2, and DE9 360 
(positive); however, the interaction between time and summer MAX was significant only in 3 361 
out of 32 cases (Table 2). MCA applied to the longest eight chronologies revealed generally 362 
stable correlations between temperature and masting, particularly for MAXJUL-1 and MAXJUL-363 
2 (Fig. 6, Fig. S11), except for DK0 and DE9 (increasingly stronger correlation through time). 364 
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Most NC showed decade-long periods when correlations with MAX were non-significant, 365 
although the timing of these periods was not synchronized across Europe. Some NC showed 366 
evidence of “switching” between July and June temperature (i.e., periods of reduced 367 
correlations with MAXJUL corresponded to increased correlations with MAXJUN, e.g. DK0), 368 
but in others the temporal variations in the strength of all four correlations were homogenous 369 
(e.g., UKJ). Some NUTS-1 showed “parallel” correlation trends with year-1 and year-2, i.e., 370 
a decreasing importance of positive MAX-1 corresponding to an increasing importance of 371 
negative MAX-2, especially in DE1 and DE2; however, the dataset is too sparse to strongly 372 
generalize such evidence. 373 
 374 
Discussion 375 
 376 
Using a distribution-wide dataset with around 8,000 individual observations, we have shown 377 
that a strong spatial structure exists in masting patterns of F. sylvatica across its distribution 378 
range. Synchrony was higher betwe n neighboring populations (Fig. S1), particularly in 379 
northern Europe, and strongly declined with distance (Fig. 2), consistent with previous 380 
findings for other temperate species (Koenig & Knops, 2000; Garrison et al., 2008; Gallego 381 
Zamorano et al., 2016). While synchrony generally declined with distance (e.g., “typical” 382 
years with partial masting at the continental scale such as 2002 or 2009; Fig. S2), continental-383 
scale mast years occurred on several occasions, e.g. twice in the last 40 years (1976 and 384 
1995, with less comprehensive but still widespread events in 1992, 2006 and 2011; Fig. S2). 385 
This is consistent with what has been previously reported for beech at both continental 386 
(Nussbaumer et al., 2016) and regional scale (e.g., Hilton & Packham, 2003), and it is based 387 
on an unprecedented sample size. These distribution-wide mast events may have important 388 
implications for large-scale, long-distance ecological processes, such as forest regeneration 389 
after large disturbances (Peters et al., 2005; Ascoli et al., 2015; Funk et al., 2015), pollen- 390 
and seed-related gene flow (Kremer et al. 2012), bird migration (Koenig & Knops, 2001), 391 
predator-prey population dynamics (Blackwell et al., 2001), pest and disease diffusion 392 
(Liebhold et al., 2000), biological invasions (Harper, 2005), forest species range shift 393 
(Takenaka, 2005), and climate resilience (Mustin, 2013). Even if masting synchrony had little 394 
impact over and above the local effects through predator satiation and/or enhanced 395 
pollination, and is simply a result of the weather cues used locally, when the latter co-vary 396 
across large areas the ecosystem consequences may be far-reaching. 397 
 398 
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Furthermore, the temporal variability of masting in beech showed a distinct spatial structure 399 
during the last 65 years, with three clusters located in northern, southern and eastern Europe 400 
(Fig. 3). These clusters correspond closely to weather patterns (Fig. S13), and broadly to 401 
regions of Europe influenced by different climate regimes: the northern cluster corresponds 402 
to the region of western Europe associated with an oceanic climate strongly influenced by the 403 
Atlantic (Cfb according to Peel et al., 2007), the southern cluster overlaps with the 404 
Mediterranean region (Csa), while the eastern cluster is the most continental one and is less 405 
influenced by Atlantic weather (roughly corresponding to Dfb). Indeed, the longitude-based 406 
Mantel-test showed a lower correlation coefficient than the latitude-based test, which may be 407 
a consequence of weather events characterized by a longitude-based spatial pattern prompting 408 
synchronized masting (Fernández‐Martínez et al., 2016a). Similar spatial structuring in beech 409 
has been found by local masting studies, which explained it by an increasing influence of 410 
spring frost in more continental areas (Gross, 1934), but also by tree-ring studies, which 411 
linked contrasting growth patterns to the different influence of climate teleconnections, e.g. 412 
between the eastern and western Mediterranean basin (Chen et al., 2015; Seim et al., 2015). 413 
 414 
Numerous studies have demonstrated that mast years in many tree species are associated with 415 
specific weather conditions (“weather cues”) prior to mast events (Koenig & Knops, 2014; 416 
Roland et al., 2014), and particularly with summer temperatures one and two years prior to 417 
masting (Schauber et al., 2002; Kelly et al., 2013). We found similar results in this study, 418 
showing that a small number of weather variables act as strong cues for masting in almost all 419 
European beech populations, despite large climatic, genetic, and environmental differences. 420 
Indeed, individual NC where this typical set of cues was not detected were often based on a 421 
limited number of observations. We found no substantial differences in these weather cues of 422 
masting among regions or clusters using either correlation analysis (Fig. 4, Fig. S10) or 423 
regression models (Fig. 5), nor any significant effect of latitude (Fig. S10). This demonstrated 424 
that, across the distribution, the cues for masting are highly spatially consistent, with positive 425 
correlations for MAXJUL-1 (and to a lesser degree MAXJUN-1), and negative for MAXJUL-2 and 426 
MAXJUN-2, with some local specificities. Combining June and July clearly improved the 427 
consistency of strong (and significant) correlations, as did using DeltaT as a synthetic index 428 
of temperature differences from year to year (Kelly et al. 2013). In some cases, the seasonal 429 
analysis accounted for regional differences in the strongest individual month; AT1-3 were 430 
good examples, as they responded more strongly to June temperatures than July (in contrast 431 
to most other chronologies). In particular, DeltaT led to improved correlations in cases where 432 
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correlations with MAXsummer-1 and MAXsummer-2 had the expected signal, but were both 433 
relatively weak (e.g. DE2, PL2, PL4), or where one individual correlation was much stronger 434 
than the other (e.g. DE1, DE2, DEE, SE2, FR6). In the regression models for the NUTS-1 435 
with the most data, a large proportion of the variance was explained by summer temperature 436 
in years -1 and -2, suggesting that other signals are not very important.  437 
 438 
Therefore, we suggest that the observed spatial organization of masting is more dependent on 439 
weather variation across space, rather than on different sensitivities of beech population to 440 
the weather cues, in contrast to what Masaki et al. (2008) found for Fagus crenata. In other 441 
words, traits related to masting seems to be the same across the whole beech distribution 442 
range, with the exception of small regional differences – e.g., a shift of the most important 443 
summer month along a latitudinal gradient, or an increased role of temperatures in the months 444 
associated with flowering, pollination and seed maturation (Hase, 1964) in northern Europe. 445 
 446 
While the well-known relationship between general summer weather and masting in beech 447 
was well supported by our results, we were also able to disentangle the relative importance of 448 
temperature and precipitation as the dominant cue of masting. Wachter (1964) and Piovesan 449 
and Adams (2001) suggested that summer precipitation or drought, along with or rather than 450 
temperature, were the main cue of masting in beech, while Drobyshev et al. (2010) found no 451 
relationship between masting and summer precipitation or drought (but did find a strong 452 
temperature signal). We have shown that summer precipitation in the two years prior to 453 
masting was an important predictor of mast events in some regions (Fig. 4, Fig. 5), and that 454 
summer drought was correlated with NC in some regions (Fig. S9), but that both precipitation 455 
and drought were clearly of secondary importance to temperature as a cue of masting. An 456 
additional analysis of the relationship between summer MAX and summer SPEI across 457 
Europe showed correlations ranging from -0.3 to -0.5 (Fig. S12), suggesting that drought 458 
could be more effective in predicting masting in certain locals than in others, hence the 459 
contrasting evidence for previous year’s drought effects in the literature. The effect of spring 460 
precipitation appeared generally negligible, contrary to findings in more Mediterranean 461 
species (Fernández‐Martínez et al., 2015). Additionally, the importance of precipitation did 462 
not appear to vary systematically with latitude, e.g., in northern vs. southern regions where 463 
summer drought stress may be limiting (average correlation between latitude and Spearman’s 464 
coefficient for MAXJUN-1, MAXJUL-1, and MAXAUG-1 = -0.13; MAXJUN-2, MAXJUL-2, and 465 
MAXAUG-2 = 0.05; PREJUN-1, PREJUL-1, and PREAUG-1 = 0.07; PREJUN-2, PREJUL-2, and 466 
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PREAUG-2 = 0.09). Instead, summer temperatures in the previous two years, particularly in 467 
July, were always the main cue of masting, with mast years associated with a cool summer 468 
two years prior to masting, and warm temperatures in the summer prior to masting. This is 469 
highly consistent with previous findings on the sensitivity to summer temperatures in both 470 
Fagus and Nothofagus (two years prior: Gruber, 2003; Richardson et al., 2005; Smaill et al., 471 
2011, Kelly et al., 2013; one year prior: Hase, 1964; Wachter, 1964; Schauber et al., 2002; 472 
Suzuki et al., 2005; Övergaard et al., 2007; Masaki et al., 2008). Recent analyses of the 473 
climate sensitivity of beech diameter increment have also showed that cool, moist summers 474 
have a positive effect on the growth of the same year, favoring a resource accumulation 475 
hypothesis (Dorado Liñan et al., 2017), while high summer temperatures have a negative 476 
effect on growth of the following year throughout the whole geographic distribution, 477 
including in northern and central regions (Hacket-Pain et al., 2016), which could be 478 
interpreted as a growth vs. reproduction tradeoff if masting was triggered in those years 479 
(Monks and Kelly, 2006; Hacket-Pain et al., 2015). 480 
 481 
In addition to weather cues, we also found that masting was strongly affected by negative 482 
temporal autocorrelation, i.e., masting category in the previous year (NC-1). Ordinal logistic 483 
regressions models were consistently able to predict mast years with accuracy (mean R2 = 484 
0.57) using summer temperature (and in some case precipitation) in the two previous years, 485 
plus information on previous year’s masting. Negative temporal autocorrelation with a lag of 486 
one or two years is one of the defining characteristics of masting time-series (Davis, 1957; 487 
Sork et al., 1993; Selås et al., 2002; Koenig et al., 2003), and is the mathematical expression 488 
of the rarity of consecutive mast years (category 4 or 5 in our dataset; consecutive years of 489 
low masting category were instead common). The existence of negative autocorrelation in 490 
masting time series has been traditionally interpreted as evidence for resource depletion, i.e., 491 
trees deplete most resources in the mast year, which limits reproduction in the following year 492 
and makes consecutive heavy seed crops very rare (Davis, 1957; Sork et al., 1993; Kelly & 493 
Sork, 2002). However, recent studies have showed that negative temporal autocorrelation 494 
would also emerge if masting were controlled by DeltaT only (Kelly et al., 2013; Kon & 495 
Saito, 2015; but see also Koenig et al., 2015 for criticism of such model). 496 
 497 
The strong correlations between masting and weather found by this study do not provide any 498 
conclusive evidence to the debate on whether temperature is a “cue” for trees to trigger high 499 
seed crops or whether it acts instead through intermediate steps indicative of a direct 500 
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mechanistic connection to seed production (Pearse et al., 2014). Koenig & Knops (2000) 501 
found that spatial autocorrelation in seed production of northern-hemisphere tree species 502 
occurred at the same spatial scale as autocorrelation in rainfall and temperature, consistent 503 
with the underlying effect of climatic factors on masting. However, they also found that seed 504 
production had much higher variability than the weather factors, implying the existence of 505 
non-linearities in weather effects, or of drivers for masting which remain unaccounted for.  506 
 507 
While strong climate differences exist across the distribution of beech, the majority of 508 
populations analyzed herein responded similarly to weather (e.g., negative response to 509 
temperature and positive to precipitation two years before masting; Table 1). The negative 510 
correlation with MAXJUL-2 could be related to resource accumulation in cooler years 511 
(“priming” the trees to respond to increased temperature one year later, sensu Richardson et 512 
al., 2005), an interpretation that is consistent with a model of masting that includes an 513 
element of carbon and/or nitrogen limitation (Sala et al., 2012; Muller-Haubold et al., 2015; 514 
Monks et al., 2016; Abe et al., 2016; Pearse et al., 2016). Indeed, a higher soil moisture due 515 
to more precipitation and lower summer temperatures has been shown to increase litter mass 516 
loss and N mineralization and uptake (Gessler et al., 2005; Smaill et al., 2011), which favors 517 
masting in beech (Han et al., 2014; Miyazaki et al., 2014).  518 
 519 
High temperatures in the summer prior to masting (MAXJUL-1) have been linked to flower 520 
primordia differentiation (Wachter, 1964; Gruber, 2003; see also: Merkle et al., 1980 for 521 
oaks, Allen et al., 2014; Miyazaki et al., 2014), in particular via an increase in endogenous 522 
gibberellins (Turnbull, 2011; Pearse et al., 2016). Following this reasoning, we might expect 523 
the phenology of primordia differentiation to vary with latitude, creating a geographical 524 
gradient in the timing of the previous summer cue similar to the pattern we found in some 525 
southern European NUTS-1 (Fig. 4). Additionally, we also found correlations with weather 526 
during the periods associated with other known processes that influence flowering 527 
phenology, pollen production (Kasprzyk et al., 2014; Pearse et al., 2015), and seed 528 
maturation in the year of masting, such as late winter frost (Matthews, 1955; Wachter, 1964), 529 
at least in northern Europe. The resource priming in year-2 can therefore interact with the 530 
MAX cue in summer-1 via a resource pulse that boosts an already favorable flower initiation. 531 
 532 
Finally, the analysis of some of the longest series available showed that the sensitivity of 533 
beech masting to the most important weather cues (MAXJUL-1 and MAXJUL-2) was 534 
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substantially consistent through time in the last century (Fig. 6), with one possible exception 535 
(DE9 with the strongest MCA trend of masting, and logistic model with poorest predictive 536 
power). While many studies have reported associations between weather cues and mast years, 537 
very few had the length of record required to test whether these cues are consistent through 538 
time. Additionally, regression models fitted using data from the period 1950-2014 539 
successfully described mast years in the first half of the 20th century (Fig. 5) – although we 540 
did not switch the periods due to insufficient sample size for model calibration. This is an 541 
important result, as there is little existing information on whether climate change affects the 542 
sensitivity of masting to weather cues, or whether the timing of cues shifts seasonally as a 543 
response to changing temperatures, as it has been demonstrated for leaf and flower phenology 544 
(Menzel et al., 2006). Assessing the effects of changing climate on the frequency and timing 545 
of mast years is challenging (McKone et al., 1998; Drobyshev et al., 2014). Despite the 546 
preeminent role of summer MAX, our analysis did not provide any strong evidence to 547 
suggest that the relationships between weather and masting were sensitive to 20th century 548 
warming (contrary to Övergaard et al., 2007), as predicted by the theoretical model of Kelly 549 
et al. (2013). This lends robustness to the attempts to reconstruct and predict mast years using 550 
temperature data (e.g., Drobyshev et al., 2014). However, this should be tested more 551 
thoroughly. In particular, it is still unclear whether both gradual and abrupt (e.g., extreme 552 
events) components of climate change influence masting frequency and spatial synchrony 553 
within and across species or phylogenetic groups (Koenig et al., 2016), for example through 554 
changes in resource levels (Miyazaki, 2013; Allen et al., 2014), pollen availability (Koenig et 555 
al., 2015), coexistence of species with different biomass allocation strategies (Perez-Ramos 556 
et al., 2015), and in the interactions between the processes of resource accumulation and 557 
flower induction (Monks et al., 2016). 558 
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Tables 851 
 852 
Table 1 Common weather cues for beech masting across the species distribution range 853 
relative to the year of seed production  (summary of correlation analyses) 854 
 855 
 Year -2 Year -1 Year 0 
 
Main signal 
 
COOL summer WARM summer  
Secondary signal WET summer DRY summer  
Regional signals  
COOL February and April,  
WARM March, 
DRY February and autumn 
WARM February and May, 
WET spring  
 856 
857 
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Table 2 Coefficients and statistics of ordinal logistic regression models for masting as a 858 
function of multiple weather variables in the eight longest NC (backwards stepwise selection 859 
by AIC; n.s. = non-significant at p>0.05). Year and year x MAX were computed using 860 
bivariate models with one interaction term. 861 
 862 
Coefficients DE1 DE2 DE9 DEF DK0 NL1 SE2 UKJ 
NC-1 -1.05 n.s. -0.79 n.s. -1.18 n.s. -1.25 -1.00 
PREJUL-1 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PREJUL-2 n.s. n.s. 0.61 n.s. 1.29 n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PREJUN-1 n.s. 0.59 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
PREJUN-2 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.55 n.s. 
MAXJUL-1 0.94 0.52 1.49 1.03 1.34 0.49 1.27 1.42 
MAXJUL-2 -1.06 -0.78 -1.16 -1.14 n.s. -1.31 -1.047 -1.16 
MAXJUN-1 0.88 0.98 0.57 n.s. n.s. n.s. 0.75 0.59 
MAXJUN-2 n.s. -0.73 -0.68 -0.84 -1.61 -0.73 n.s. -0.65 
Model statistics 
observations 58 65 57 44 65 56 55 65 
p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
R2 (calibration) 0.54 0.33 0.70 0.46 0.66 0.47 0.72 0.63 
R2 (leave one-out) 0.49 0.27 0.62 0.41 0.61 0.43 0.65 0.58 
R2 (validation) 0.51 0.21 0.32 0.43 0.21 0.40 0.54 0.55 
Year in MAXJUL-1 -0.19 n.s. 0.41 n.s. n.s. -0.69 n.s. n.s. 
Year in MAXJUL-2 
n.s. n.s. 0.47 n.s. n.s. -0.69 n.s. n.s. 
Year in MAXJUN-1 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Year in MAXJUN-2 n.s. 0.40 n.s. n.s. n.s. -0.74 n.s. n.s. 
Year x MAXJUL-1  -0.68 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Year x MAXJUL-2 
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Year x MAXJUN-1 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. -0.53  n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Year x MAXJUN-2  n.s.  0.58 n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. 
Cluster SO EA NO NO NO NO NO NO 
 863 
  864 
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Table 3 Proportion of matches from the assignment of NUTS-1 into masting and weather 865 
clusters. Accuracy: rate of total matches (masting cluster = weather cluster) to total number 866 
of NUTS-1. 867 
 868 
Weather variable Weather cluster Masting-EA Masting-NO Masting-SO 
TMP 
EA 14 0 2 
NO 4 21 4 
SO 0 0 2 
Accuracy 78.7%   
TMN 
EA 11 0 0 
NO 4 21 1 
SO 3 0 7 
Accuracy 61.9%   
TMX 
EA 14 0 5 
NO 4 15 1 
SO 0 6 2 
Accuracy 66.0%   
PRE 
EA 16 2 1 
NO 2 19 1 
SO 0 0 6 
Accuracy 87.2%   
SPI3 
EA 14 0 1 
NO 4 21 2 
SO 0 0 5 
Accuracy 85.1%   
SPEI3 
EA 11 0 1 
NO 7 21 2 
SO 0 0 5 
Accuracy 78.7%   
 869 
870 
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Figure legends 871 
 872 
Fig. 1 (a) Current distribution of beech in Europe at 1-km resolution (Casalegno et al., 2011, 873 
filtered for cell cover >= 5%); (b) number of beech masting data series in each NUTS-1 for 874 
the period 1950-2014. 875 
 876 
Fig. 2 (a) Mantel correlograms for NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014). Distance in 877 
500-km wide bins. Black dots indicate significant (p ≤0.05) correlations, sequentially 878 
corrected for multiple testing using Holm’s procedure. (b) Pairwise Spearman’s correlations 879 
between NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014) against raw distance in km; black line: 880 
local polynomial regression smoother. 881 
 882 
Fig. 3 Hierarchical clustering of NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014) based on 883 
Suzuki’s dissimilarity index (red: eastern cluster, green: northern, blue: southern, grey: no 884 
data within beech distribution for th  study period). © EuroGeographics for the 885 
administrative boundaries. Output clipped on European beech distribution (Fig. 1a). Asterisks 886 
indicate NUTS-1 used for analysis of long masting chronologies.  887 
 888 
Fig. 4 Spearman’s correlation between monthly maximum temperature (1950-2014) and 889 
NUTS-1 masting chronologies. NUTS-1 ordered and colored according to the cluster they 890 
belong to (colors as in Fig. 3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology 891 
length). The three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-892 
July) and the Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The 893 
sample size (number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at 894 
p ≤0.05, (*) significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation 895 
for the corresponding month across the study area. 896 
 897 
Fig. 5 Ordinal logistic models of masting (8 longest NC) as a function of weather predictors: 898 
(a) model statistics for calibration (1950-2014) and validation (1901-1949). Rsq_1950_2014 899 
is R2 the calibration dataset, Rsq_boot is the bootstrapped R2 from leave-one out cross-900 
validation (1000 re-samples), and Rsq_1901_1949 is the R2 of the predicted values for 1901-901 
1949 vs. observed (validation dataset). (b) standardized model coefficients. Only significant 902 
predictors are filled in the table, with the color depending on the coefficient. 903 
 904 
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Fig. 6 Moving Spearman’s correlation (lines: 28-years timesteps) between the eight longest 905 
NC and MAX (1901-2014). Thick lines represent significant (p ≤0.05) correlations. 906 
907 
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Supplementary Information 908 
 909 
Script S1 R Code for the analysis carried out in the present paper 910 
 911 
Table S1 NUTS-1 chronologies of masting from 1901 to 2016 on an ordinal scale of 1 (very 912 
poor) to 5 (very abundant); dash = no data 913 
 914 
Table S2 Intra-NUTS correlation of masting series and temporal autocorrelation in NC (n = 915 
records in the chronology, including only consecutive series of ≥ 7 records; rho = mean 916 
Spearman’s correlation between all series in the NUTS-1; ar1 = autoregression coefficient at 917 
lag (1); slope=slope of linear regression of NC vs. time; n.s. = non-significant at p =0.05).  918 
 919 
Fig. S1 Mean Spearman’s rank correlation of masting series within each NUTS-1 (black: no 920 
data; grey: NUTS-1 with less than 2 series or <7 years’ overlap between series). © 921 
EuroGeographics for the administrative boundaries 922 
 923 
Fig. S2 NUTS-1 masting chronologies from year 1976 to 2014 (black: no data; grey: no data 924 
for the year; orange: very poor [1]; dark green: very abundant [5]). Output clipped on beech 925 
distribution (Fig. 1a) 926 
 927 
Fig. S3 Mantel correlograms for NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014) across latitude 928 
(left) and longitude only (right). Black dots indicate significant correlations (p ≤0.05), 929 
sequentially corrected for multiple testing using Holm’s procedure. 930 
 931 
Fig. S4 Dendrogram for the hierarchical clustering of NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-932 
2014) 933 
 934 
Fig. S5 Spearman’s correlation between monthly mean temperature (1950-2014) and NUTS-935 
1 masting chronologies. NUTS-1 are ordered and colored according to the cluster they belong 936 
to (colors as in Fig. 3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology 937 
length). The three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-938 
July) and the Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The 939 
sample size (number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at 940 
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p ≤0.05, (*) significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation 941 
for the corresponding month across the study area 942 
 943 
Fig. S6 Spearman’s correlation between monthly minimum temperature (1950-2014) and 944 
NUTS-1 masting chronologies. NUTS-1 are ordered and colored according to the cluster they 945 
belong to (colors as in Fig. 3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology 946 
length). The three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-947 
July) and the Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The 948 
sample size (number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at 949 
p ≤0.05, (*) significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation 950 
for the corresponding month across the study area 951 
 952 
Fig. S7 Spearman’s correlation between monthly precipitation (1950-2014) and NUTS-1 953 
masting chronologies. NUTS-1 are ordered and colored according to the cluster they belong 954 
to (colors as in Fig. 3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology 955 
length). The three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-956 
July) and the Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The 957 
sample size (number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at 958 
p ≤0.05, (*) significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation 959 
for the corresponding month across the study area 960 
 961 
Fig. S8 Spearman’s correlation between monthly SPI3 (1950-2014) and NUTS-1 masting 962 
chronologies. NUTS-1 are ordered and colored according to the cluster they belong to (colors 963 
as in Fig.3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology length). The 964 
three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-July) and the 965 
Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The sample size 966 
(number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at p ≤0.05, (*) 967 
significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation for the 968 
corresponding month across the study area 969 
 970 
Fig. S9 Spearman’s correlation between monthly SPEI3 (1950-2014) and NUTS-1 masting 971 
chronologies. NUTS-1 are ordered and colored according to the cluster they belong to (colors 972 
as in Fig. 3, black = excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology length). The 973 
three bottom lines show correlation against seasonal summer weather (June-July) and the 974 
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Delta variable (difference between weather variable in year-2 and year-1). The sample size 975 
(number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) significant at p ≤0.05, (*) 976 
significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation for the 977 
corresponding month across the study area 978 
 979 
Fig. S10 Linear models of Spearman’s correlation between masting and MAX in June, July, 980 
or August of the one and two years prior vs. latitude, in all NUTS-1 anayzed. Black dots are 981 
significant correlations, grey dots non-significant ones. Confidence intervals computed at 982 
p=0.05. Boxplots represents the number of NUTS-1 where Spearman’s correlation between 983 
masting and MAX is highest in selected summer months; width of the boxplots is 984 
proportional to sample size.  985 
 986 
Fig. S11 Summary of moving Spearman’s correlation (1901-2014, window size: 28 years) 987 
between the eight longest NC and MAXJUL-1 (red) and MAXJUL-2 (blue). Timestep is one 988 
year. The colored area in each violin plot represents the range of correlation values and is 989 
shaped by a kernel density estimator, the dots represent correlation value with a color 990 
intensity proportional to the significance of correlation estimated by bootstrapping 991 
(significant at p ≤0.05: more intense). Larger dots represent the median correlation value. 992 
 993 
Fig. S12 Spearman’s correlation between MAX in June-July and SPEI3 across the study area, 994 
period 1901-2014 (black: no data). © EuroGeographics for the administrative boundaries. 995 
 996 
Fig. S13 Hierarchical clustering of NUTS-1 weather variables (1950-2014) based on 997 
Suzuki’s dissimilarity index (red: eastern cluster, green: northern, blue: southern, grey: no 998 
data within beech distribution for the study period). © EuroGeographics for the 999 
administrative boundaries. 1000 
 1001 
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Fig. 1 (a) Current distribution of beech in Europe at 1-km resolution (Casalegno et al., 2011, filtered for cell 
cover >= 5%)  
Fig. 1a  
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Fig. 1 (b) number of beech masting data series in each NUTS-1 for the period 1950-2014  
 
Fig. 1b  
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Fig. 2 (a) Mantel correlograms for NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014). Distance in 500-km wide 
bins. Black dots indicate significant (p ≤0.05) correlations, sequentially corrected for multiple testing using 
Holm’s procedure. (b) Pairwise Spearman’s correlations between NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014) 
against raw distance in km; black line: local polynomial regression smoother.  
Fig. 2  
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Fig. 3 Hierarchical clustering of NUTS-1 masting chronologies (1950-2014) based on Suzuki’s dissimilarity 
index (red: eastern cluster, green: northern, blue: southern, grey: no data within beech distribution for the 
study period). © EuroGeographics for the administrative boundaries. Output clipped on European beech 
distribution (Fig. 1a). Asterisks indicate NUTS-1 used for analysis of long masting chronologies.  
Fig. 3  
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Fig. 4 Spearman’s correlation between monthly maximum temperature (1950-2014) and NUTS-1 masting 
chronologies. NUTS-1 ordered and colored according to the cluster they belong to (colors as in Fig. 3, black 
= excluded from clustering due to insufficient chronology length). The three bottom lines show correlation 
against seasonal summer weather (June-July) and the Delta variable (difference between weather variable 
in year-2 and year-1). The sample size (number of years on record) is reported on the secondary x-axis. (.) 
significant at p ≤0.05, (*) significant at p ≤0.00139 (Bonferroni-corrected). MEAN: the mean correlation for 
the corresponding month across the study area.  
Fig. 4  
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Fig. 5 Ordinal logistic models of masting (8 longest NC) as a function of weather predictors: (a) model 
statistics for calibration (1950-2014) and validation (1901-1949). Rsq_1950_2014 is R2 the calibration 
dataset, Rsq_boot is the bootstrapped R2 from leave-one out cross-validation (1000 re-samples), and 
Rsq_1901_1949 is the R2 of the predicted values for 1901-1949 vs. observed (validation dataset). (b) 
standardized model coefficients. Only significant predictors are filled in the table, with the color depending 
on the coefficient.  
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Fig. 6 Moving Spearman’s correlation (lines: 28-years timesteps) between the eight longest NC and MAX 
(1901-2014). Thick lines represent significant (p ≤0.05) correlations.  
Fig. 6  
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